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A macroscopic passenger flow simulation model based on system dynamics is proposed in this paper. It considers the key factors influencing the dynamics of passenger flow from a holistic perspective of the stations and then models the dynamic change in the number of passengers. Firstly, the transmission of passenger flow for a general many-to-many relation between nodes are presented. When the sum of sending capacities heading for a downstream node is less than the receiving capacity of this node, the aggregation of stranded passengers will form the queuing part of the node. The results coming from a passenger flow simulation of a subway station in Beijing show that the proposed model performs well by comparing it with the real data. It can be applied to describe the dynamic change in the number of passengers and the level of service for the facilities.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing growth in urban rail transit demand implies the increasing demand for its service, which requires more efficient services in stations. As the critical place for passengers entering and leaving the urban rail transit system, the station provides passengers with a lot of services such as security checks and transferring from one platform to another. It often suffers from relatively heavy congestion with a large scale of passengers gathering on a series of facilities, which results in discomfort to passengers and more likely gives rise to some unsafety. Obtaining the number of passengers and their changes in various facilities is the basic but most important way to keeping a good level of service (LOS) [1] and ensuring the safeties of passengers [2].

A central challenge in passenger flow modeling consists in utilizing appropriate indicators to evaluate the level of passenger flow. The LOS is applied to study the degree of congestion on LRT (Light Rail Transit) platforms, and the degree of crowding in a vehicle. With the above two congestion or crowding indicators, the relationships between the dwelling time of trains and the crowding situations at LRT stations are firstly determined [1]. The total evacuation time and maximum flow capacity of the selected staircase that directly connects with the platform is utilized to evaluate the evacuation process of the alighting passengers in subway stations during rush hours [3]. The entropy of velocity, which represents both the motion magnitude distribution and the motion direction distribution, is firstly introduced to detect the congestion [4].

Many researches concentrate on the field of subway station generally considering the complexity of station layout, variety of facilities, heterogeneity, and behavioral diversity of passengers and interactions between passengers and station environment [5]. Simulation method has been introduced to the study of passenger flow in stations, which is helpful not only to obtain the LOS and safety in stations but also to conduct station management including passenger flow evacuation and control. Simulation models can be broadly classified into microscopic models and macroscopic models. These microscopic models are the spatial-discrete models such as the cellular automation model [6] and the spatial-continuous models such as the social force model [7, 8]. Macroscopic models cover the continuum model [9], the cell transmission model...
Microscopic models mainly emphasize on the description of individual behavior to reproduce some self-organized phenomena [7]. It is widely applied to the simulation of facilities with specific physical attributes or to that of several flow patterns such as the bottleneck flow and the counter-flow. The application of microscopic methods in a subway station is generally to simulate passenger flow through some specific facilities, such as staircases, escalators, or a group of facilities with a particular function such as the exchange of passengers during alighting and boarding trains. Ref. [15] applies a modified social force model to describe the three-dimensional movement of individuals on the staircase in the subway station, taking into consideration the calibration of parameters such as walking speed, body size, etc. Ref. [16] puts forward a new application of cellular automata model to simulate the alighting and boarding movement of individuals in subway stations, in which the transition probabilities for modeling passenger cooperation and negotiation can be obtained by combining these important factors including individual desire, pressure from passengers behind, personal activity and tendencies. Both [17, 18] aim at obtaining bidirectional pedestrian flow fundamental diagram using cellular automata. Besides this, many simulation tools are developed based on these microscopic methods. For example, pedestrian library in AnyLogic based on social force model [5, 19] generally simulates the passenger flow in normal circulation; building exodus applied in [20] mainly concentrates on evacuation scenario. However, there exist some drawbacks in practical use: one is taking too much time to design simulating experiment for a complicated environment with a big surface, variety of facilities, etc.; another is being short of flexibility for different environmental scenarios. Besides, they are computationally costly in dealing with a large-scale of passengers.

Macroscopic methods operate at the level of aggregation and tend to omit plenty of details on individual behaviors. In the cell transmission model, each of the facilities in the studied space will be discretized into a set of uniform cells of the same size, which could give a rather rapid construction of a simulating environment with complex geometry. Building on the continuum theory and the cell transmission model, Ref. [20] put forward a dynamic network-loading model at the macroscopic level, with typical applications to several distinct flow patterns such as counter-flow, cross-flow, and bottleneck flow, and another two practical applications to a Swiss railway station and a Dutch bottleneck flow. The link transmission model [21, 22] has an extensive application in road traffic for the regular geometry of the road links. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is inappropriate for the studies in subway stations with multi-directional flow, and various or irregular geometry. Most queuing models [23] mainly focus on modeling of individual facilities in stations, by regarding facilities and passengers as service desks and customers, respectively, and it perform well in describing the queuing process. Ref. [24] presents the PH/PH(n)/C/C model based on phase-type distribution which can approach any positive variable to study the arrivals of passengers. For system dynamics, the modeling of the passenger flow [25] encompasses two phases. Firstly, from a holistic perspective, it incorporates all of the key factors such as topology of the simulation environment, and characteristic of passenger flow, which are presented in the causal-loop diagram to show how elements in every factor interact with each other. Secondly, the stock-flow diagram is used to simulate the time-varying change of these elements in indexes, such as volume, density, and queuing length.

Macroscopic passenger flow models can be broadly distinguished into network-based and network-free models. One of the most widely used network-based models is the queuing network, which considers passengers at the disaggregate level and presenting space based on graph theory. Ref. [26] builds the queuing network based on modeling of each facility by considering the relationship between them. On the contrary, most network-free models Ref. [27] are based on continuum theory for passenger flow, which is formulated as several partial differential equations. The magnitude of passenger flow velocity is determined by the speed obtained from the passenger flow fundamental diagram relating speed and density. The direction of passenger flow depends on the dynamics of potential fields, defined for a specific group of passengers in the same area with the same destination. For, the computation cost seems to increase enormously for these potential fields [28], which, as far as [20] are concerned, is why this approach has attracted little interest in the large-scale applications with complicated networks.

In this paper, we select an appropriate model to simulate the passenger flow in stations based on the following reasons. First, the information of the layout, variety of facilities, and demand with a specific destination in subway stations being operated are relatively exact and can be known a priori. Besides, the macroscopic models are much more appropriate for the modeling of passenger behaviors at the aggregate level, compared with the microscopic models, which mainly focus on the detailed movements of individuals [29].

So the network-based macroscopic model incorporating system dynamics [30] proposed in this paper with the following three reasons. Firstly, the simulation of a subway station with a complicated layout and high-density passenger flows during a long period can be accomplished efficiently, with most models dealing with a low-density passenger flow [31]. Secondly, allowing for the coordination between sending capacities of upstream nodes and receiving capacities of downstream nodes [11] can give a reasonable explanation for the mechanism of the passenger flow transmission between nodes. Thirdly, from the level of aggregation, the movements depending on the fundamental diagram relating to speed and density [32] are suitable for high-density passenger flows. Finally, after comparing the queuing space with the node space in size, physical queue [33] is applied to describe the space occupied by the passengers being stranded due to the constraint of capacity [34] of the downstream nodes. This methodology can be extended to the applications in biological field [35, 36].

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the problem description. Section 3 describes the simulation model based on system dynamics. Section 4 shows the case study of a real station to verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed model. Finally, conclusions and directions for future research are made.
2. Problem Description

In the section, after analyzing a variety of facilities, gathering and scattering process, we present the key factors on the performance of the subway station and then established the casual-loop diagram.

2.1. A Variety of Facilities. Facilities have direct influences on the movements of the passengers walking along it and on the distribution of passengers in the whole subway station. There exist a variety of facilities in the subway station, which can be classified into holding, flow, and processing facilities. Holding facility referring to the platform, concourse, and waiting areas of other facilities provides passengers with a certain space. It mainly presents the static behaviors of passengers but also involves some dynamic characteristics of passenger flow, considering the circulation on it and its connection with other types of facilities. Flow facilities such as staircases and walkways mainly depend on the length, width, and slope etc. The characteristics of passengers along the facility affect it significantly. Processing facilities provide certain services (e.g., automatic ticket check, security inspection, passenger transport, ticket purchases, etc.) to passengers using specific facilities (e.g., automatic ticket checker also called as gate machine, automatic security inspection machine, escalator, ticket vending machine, etc.).

2.2. Gathering and Scattering Process. The gathering and scattering process involves arrival-boarding and alighting-departure process, and it includes a transferring-boarding process for the transfer station. The arrival-boarding process starts typically from in-gates and finishes when passengers leave the platform and board on to the train. The alighting-departure process is similar to the arrival-boarding process but in a different direction. It starts from the train and finishes when passengers go outside of the station. The transferring-boarding process starts from the train operating on one subway line and finishes when passengers board another train running on another subway line. These three processes are for passengers with different destinations in the station. Some facilities may be involved in more than one process at the same time, such as the staircase and the concourse, which improves the efficiency of them but results in the complicated layout of facilities.

2.3. Causal-Loop Diagram for the Transfer Station. As one of the complex feedback systems, the subway station is influenced by five key factors covering train operation organization, the layout of the station, the station management, the organization, the passengers, and the facilities [30]. As shown in Figure 1, taking the transfer station as an example, a causal-loop diagram is formed by integrating these five key factors with corresponding elements.

Train operation organization based on the schedules of trains, generally involving elements such as load factors, intervals, and dwelling times of trains, determines how many passengers and how frequently they will be transported from the current station to others and vice versa. For station management, measures in passenger flow control such as the limitation of passenger flow and adjustments of paths are taken to optimize the distribution of passengers in the station, allowing for the existing station layout and passenger demands. A variety of passengers with different destinations in the station affect the mobility of passenger flow. As described in Section 2.1, facilities with different physical parameters such as width and length are the critical influencing factors on the number of passengers being served by them and the duration time of passengers along them. One of the typical feedback relationships is presented by the relations between flow, density, and speed in the fundamental diagram of passenger flow.

3. A Simulation Model Based on System Dynamics

We consider discrete-time, i.e., each instant of the entire simulation time $T$ is presented as $\tau = \{0, 1, \cdots, T/\Delta\tau\}$ with
uniform time interval $\Delta t$. The station network is composed of nodes, where a node can represent either a facility such as a staircase and an escalator serving for unidirectional or bidirectional passenger flow, or a part of a facility such as a platform and a concourse for multi-directional passenger flow.

System dynamics is applied to present the time-varying change of passenger flow for the whole station based on the causal-loop diagram in Figure 1. The number of passengers in a node during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau + 1$ can be expressed as

$$n(\tau + 1) = n(\tau) + \sum_i (f_i^{in}(\tau) - f_i^{out}(\tau)), \quad (1)$$

where $f_i^{in}(\tau)$ and $f_i^{out}(\tau)$ are the actual ith inflow and jth outflow of the current node during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$, respectively.

In the subway station, there exist several kinds of relations between nodes, including one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many; however, the first three can be considered as the specific forms of the fourth. To acquire the number of passengers in Equation (1), the actual inflow and outflow of the current node can be determined by the following passenger flow transmission relationship. Figure 2 shows the general connection between nodes with splitting and merging of passenger flows, where an upstream node $a_i$ has a downstream node $b_j \in B_{a_i}$ and a downstream node $b_j$ has an upstream node $a_i \in A_{b_j}$.

A sending and receiving capacity, representing the maximum number of passengers who can leave and enter a node, is specified for each node, referring to [11] that the original cell transmission model is proposed.

The sending capacity of the node $a_i$ to the node $b_j \in B_{a_i}$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$ is given by

$$S_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) = \delta_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) \min\{x_{a_i}^{out}(\tau), C_{a_i}^{out}(\tau)\}, \quad (2)$$

where $\delta_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau)$ is the splitting proportion corresponding to the link $a_i \rightarrow b_j$ for the ensemble of passengers in node $a_i$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$. The hydrodynamic outflow capacity $C_{a_i}^{out}(\tau)$ can be obtained by passenger flow fundamental diagram and the approach to dealing with the passenger flow in cells referring to [37] will be applied in the paper. It must be noted that different kinds of facilities have different passenger flow fundamental diagrams. $x_{a_i}^{out}(\tau)$ is the number of passengers waiting to leave node $a_i$ during time interval $\Delta t$, and can be obtained by Equation (13).

For node $b_j$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$, the receiving capacity can be expressed by

$$R_{b_j}^{in}(\tau) = \min\{n_{b_j}^{max} - n_{b_j}(\tau), C_{b_j}^{in}(\tau)\}, \quad (3)$$

where $n_{b_j}^{max}$ is the holding capacity that is assumed to be the maximum number of passengers that can be accommodated by node $b_j$ at jam density. $n_{b_j}(\tau)$ is the actual number of passengers in the node $b_j$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$. $C_{b_j}^{in}(\tau)$ is the hydrodynamic inflow capacity denoting the maximum number of passengers that can enter node $b_j$ during time interval $\Delta t$ according to the fundamental diagram [37].

The actual flow of passengers from the upstream node $a_i$ to the downstream node $b_j$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$ can be expressed as

$$F_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) = \begin{cases} S_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau), & \text{if } \sum_i S_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) \leq R_{b_j}^{in}(\tau), \\ \xi_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) \cdot R_{b_j}^{in}(\tau), & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

If the receiving capacity for node $b_j$ is superior to the sum of sending capacities heading for it, the actual flow equals the sending capacity. Otherwise, the various inflowing passengers are determined by the allocation of the receiving capacity in proportion [37]. The allocation of the receiving capacity is then given by

$$\xi_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau) = \frac{S_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau)}{\sum_i S_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau)}. \quad (5)$$

The actual outflow of node $a_i$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$ can be determined as

$$f_{a_i}^{out}(\tau) = \sum_{b_j} F_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau), \quad (6)$$

while the actual inflow of node $b_j$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau$ can be determined as

$$f_{b_j}^{in}(\tau) = \sum_{a_i} F_{a_i \rightarrow b_j}(\tau). \quad (7)$$

In regard to the capacity constraints of the downstream nodes, the aggregation of passenger flow will form at the exit of the current node, as can be known from Equation (5). For formulation convenience, the whole node can be divided into two adjacent time-varying parts: one is walking area, and the other is the queuing area. It should be noted that the aggregation of passengers will be generally referred to as queuing that will be classified into disordered queuing and ordered queuing, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. Combining with Equation (6), after one transmission for node $a_i$ during time interval $\Delta t$ at time $\tau + 1$, the number of passengers being stranded can be expressed by

$$y_{a_i}^{out}(\tau + 1) = f_{a_i}^{out}(\tau) - f_{a_i}^{out}(\tau). \quad (8)$$

In comparison with the space of facilities, the space occupied by queuing passengers cannot be ignored, that is why physical queue [38], instead of point queue [39], will be used in the following.

For disordered queuing, the queuing length at node $a_i$ formed by stranded passengers at time $\tau + 1$ is given by

$$l_{a_i}(\tau + 1) = y_{a_i}^{out}(\tau + 1) / \omega_{a_i} k_{a_i,jam}. \quad (9)$$
where \( k_{a,jam} \) is the jam density at which the magnitude of passenger flow speed reaches 0. \( w_a \) is the physical width of the node \( a \).

For ordered queuing, the queuing length at node \( a \) formed by stranded passengers at time \( \tau + 1 \) is given by

\[
I_{a,q}(\tau + 1) = \frac{y_a^\text{out}(\tau + 1)}{\Delta l_a} \xi, \tag{10}
\]

\( \Delta l_a \) is the average distance between two adjacent passengers in node \( a \). \( \xi \) is the number of queues under ordered queuing.

For a group of passengers, its entering time into the walking area of node \( a \) at the end of time \( \tau + 1 \) is given by

\[
f^\text{out}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau) = f^\text{in}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau + 1 - t^\text{out}_a^\tau), \tag{11}\]

where \( f^\text{in}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau + 1 - t^\text{out}_a^\tau) \) can be replaced by \( f^\text{in}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau + 1 - t^\text{out}_a^\tau) \), i.e., the passengers entering into node \( a \) first reach the walking area. The instantaneous travel time \( t^\text{out}_a(\tau + 1) \) in the walking area of node \( a \) by time \( \tau + 1 \) is given as

\[
t^\text{out}_a(\tau + 1) = \sum_{g=\tau+1-t^\text{in}_a^\tau}^{\tau+1} u_a(g) \cdot \Delta \tau, \tag{12}\]

where \( u_a(g) \) is the passenger flow speed of node \( a \) during the time interval \( g \) for the group of the passengers referred to by Equation (14). The average passenger flow density in the walking area \( k_a(\tau) = n_{a,\text{in}}(\tau)/(w_a \cdot I^\text{out}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau)) \) will be applied to replace the real density for simplicity.

The flow balance equation of the outflow demand of node \( a \) at time \( \tau + 1 \) can be given as

\[
x^\text{out}_a(\tau + 1) = x^\text{out}_a(\tau) - f^\text{out}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau) + f^\text{out}_{a,\text{in}}(\tau). \tag{13}\]

To obtain the passenger flow speed in the walking area of node \( a \), which needs to be handled in Equation (12), the passenger flow fundamental diagram relating to speed and density is introduced. There exist a variety of fundamental diagrams in the literature [40, 41]. The following form [42], one of the most widely used in previous literature, is applied to give the speed on different nodes of facilities.

\[
v(k) = v_f \left(1 - \exp\left[-\gamma\left(\frac{1 - \frac{1}{k}}{k_{\text{jam}}}\right)\right]\right), \quad 0 \leq k \leq k_{\text{jam}}, \tag{14}\]

where \( v_f \) and \( k_{\text{jam}} \) are the free-flow speed and the jam density, respectively. \( \gamma \) denotes a shape parameter.

The relations between speed and density for facilities with multi-directional flows such as the concourse and the platform need to be specified. By adding the reduction factor to the relations of unidirectional walkways, it can be obtained by

\[
v_m(k) = \varphi \cdot v_m(k), \tag{15}\]

where \( v_m(k) \) is the passenger flow speed of unidirectional facility, \( v_m(k) \) is the passenger flow speed of unidirectional walkways.

### 4. Case Study

In this section, a case study of simulating passenger flow in a subway station based on system dynamics is proposed. Firstly, the general details of the station are given, and the experiment is carried out accordingly. Secondly, a comparison between the real data and the results obtained by the proposed model
is implemented. Finally, some useful applications of the proposed model, including the dynamic change in the number of passengers and the LOS of facilities are presented.

4.1. Station Description. Figure 5 shows the topology of the subway network in Beijing in which the location of the Xierqi station is marked. It serves a large scale of commuting passengers during rush hours, because most commuters live in the suburbs of Beijing, while most of them work at downtown.

The Xierqi station is the critical transfer station connecting two important subway lines: the Changping line (CPL) extending to the suburbs and the Line 13 (L13) operating at downtown area, leading to a large number of transferring passengers between them. Besides, it also serves many passengers going outside of the station with lots of industrial states around it. As can be seen from Figure 6, the number of passengers in every half an hour is presented during 7:00 am–9:30 am, where the number of outbound and transferring passengers accounts for 30% and 47% of the sum of passengers in the station respectively.

The proposed case study of the Xierqi station, illustrated in Figure 7, has a solely integrated concourse serving for the whole station. The station has two entrances; both of them are bi-directional and locate at both ends of the concourse. The station has the side platforms for both directions of Line 13: UP_L13 heading to the Xizhimen station directly connecting to the concourse, and DP_L13 heading to the Dongzhimen station connecting with the concourse by a series of staircases and escalators. There is only one side platform serving for both directions of CPL referred to as P_CPL. Flow facilities like the staircases and the escalators are set to connect these holding facilities. The headway times and the dwell times for both directions of L13 running by the timetable of the day studied are 164 s and 30 s, and for CPL are 360 s and 160 s, respectively. The maximum load factor is less than 120% as for L13 and around 140% for CPL during rush hours. Three empty trains run on U_L13 from 7:17 am to 7:33 am in every 8 minutes.

For the overall gathering and scattering process of the whole station, there exist two specific queuing processes: one is the process of leaving the platform, and the other is the process of waiting-boarding trains. They are the representatives of the disordered queuing and ordered queuing respectively. In the following, these two processes will be separately demonstrated by the processes of leaving P_CPL and waiting-boarding trains at UP_L13.

For the process of leaving P_CPL, the whole platform can be divided into two symmetrical parts, and the results will be represented with the north half part within the dot-dash rectangle as shown in Figure 8 considering the following two aspects. Firstly, the physical structure of P_CPL, composed of trains of CPL, two groups of G1 and G2 located at both ends of P_CPL, and both E6 and E7 in the middle, is symmetrical in the south-north direction. Secondly, the two symmetrical parts have similar demand of passenger flow, who select one of the two platform exits (G1 or G2) to leave the platform. According to the route choice [43], these two parts have a similar distribution of passengers.

For the process of waiting-boarding trains on UP_L13, we divide the whole platform into two parts. The results will be represented with the north half part within the dot-dash
respectively. According to the route choice [43], these two parts have a similar distribution of passengers.

4.2. Model Specification and Calibration. A sample of paired data between speed and density is obtained by field investigation. The parameters relating to speed and density are provided in Table 1 after fitting the sample data for a 95%
4.3. Model Building in the Simulation Platform. The visualized modeling is carried out based on the library of system dynamics in AnyLogic that is developed on Java. The elements used to build the stock-flow diagram and their implications are given as follows.

We build the stock-flow diagram for the process of leaving P_CPL, as shown in Figure 11, based on the platform layout, as shown in Figure 8 and characteristics of passenger flow. First, a group of passengers alighting from the trains walk on the confidence interval. Route choice proportion corresponding to $\delta_{\text{eq}}$ ($\tau$) in Equation (3) is another type of parameter need to be confirmed. All of these proportions adopt 0.5 through field investigation and referring to the route choice [43].

The reduction factor $\varphi$ for the concourse is estimated at 0.85 and that for the platform at 0.75 by statistical analysis of sample data. Besides, the parameters related to sub-areas of UP_L13 are shown in Table 2. $\Delta l$ the average distance between two adjacent passengers is a random variable and follows a uniform distribution for a specific situation of queuing. Generally, it is inversely proportional to the ratio of the number of queuing passengers to the size of maximum space. Based on field investigation and referring to [44], the values of $\Delta l$ for subareas of UP_L13 are set between 0.3 m and 0.4 m. It also shows the allocation proportions for passengers selecting different subareas of UP_L13. The LOS evaluation standard for subway platform can be found in Figure 10 [45].

**Table 2: Parameters for subareas of UP_L13.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subareas of UP_L13</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta l$ (m)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation proportion</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of queues for each train door</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WA and then aggregate at QA waiting to enter the next facility: staircase or escalator. It has a one-to-many relation between the P_CPL and the downstream nodes, including the staircase SC2 and the escalator E2.

4.4. Comparison with Real Data. Figure 13 shows a histogram of the number of passengers at QA of P_CPL during one cycle which is the time period between the arrival time of the first train and that of the next referencing [26] to get detailed information of the cycle, according to the real data and as obtained by the proposed model. The proposed model performs fairly well by comparing the results of the proposed model referred to as predicted values with the real data. According to the difference between predicted values and the real data, this process can be divided into two phases: the predicted values are less than the real data at first phase, and the predicted values are larger than the real data at the second phase. From the field observation, we learn that for passengers in the first phase tend to walk faster on P_CPL than average speed. While for passengers in the second phase, they walk slower than average speed and not hurry to reach the exit of P_CPL where there has been a lot of passengers. For the same reason, the start time of queuing, when the first passenger alighting from any train door reaches QA, obtained by real investigation (12 s), is less than that computed by the proposed model (15 s).

Figure 14 shows a histogram of the number of passengers stranded at UP_L13, according to the real data and as obtained by the proposed model. It verifies that the proposed model showing a reasonable agreement with the real data for the process of waiting-boarding trains.

4.5. The Dynamic Change in the Number of Passengers. Xierqi station has the terminal station of CPL connecting with L13, CPL trains stopped at this station in rush hours have higher load factors since they carry a lot of passengers having boarded...
on the trains at previous stops. The large scale of passengers alighting from these trains first walk through P_CPL, and then get into transferring passageway G2 including E2 and SC2. Figure 15 presents the number of passengers alighting from CPL trains and that queuing at the exit of P_CPL over the whole simulation time. The platform suffers from a large scale of passengers over 550 each cycle from 7:20 am to 9:20 am, especially more than 700 passengers from 7:50 am to 8:30 am.

The peak value of the alighting passengers is higher than that of queuing, mainly due to the difference between the outflow of CA and the outflow of P_CPL. Another reason is that part of the CPL alighting passengers around 10% transferring to DP-L13 via W2 and E7 as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 16(a) provides a dynamic change in the number of passengers waiting on UP_L13. The platform has an aggregation of passengers nearly over 1000 from 8:04 am to 8:48 am.
Since the headway times of CPL is more than twice as much as UP_CPL, continuous declines in successive two cycles may arise. It also can be known that subareas with approximately same size have a similar change in the number of passengers as illustrated in Figures 16(b), 16(d), and 16(f) for a smaller size, and Figures 16(c) and 16(e) for a larger size.

Figure 10 shows the change in the average density of P_CPL over the whole simulation period according to the density-based classification of the LOS in Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual [42]. The LOS during each cycle and reaches the maximum at 8:24 am. The passengers are composed of two parts: one is the discrete but large transferring passengers coming from CPL, and the other is the continuous but small inbound passengers. In the period of one cycle when there is no train stopping at the station, if there are no transferring passengers, the number of passengers on UP_L13 increase slowly; otherwise it rose sharply. In the period of one cycle when a train stop at the station, the number of passengers on UP_L13 drops off quickly since the flow into CAs (the outflow of UP_L13) is rather larger than the inflow of UP_L13. Since the headway times of CPL is more than twice as much as UP_CPL, continuous declines in successive two cycles may arise. It also can be known that subareas with approximately same size have a similar change in the number of passengers as illustrated in Figures 16(b), 16(d), and 16(f) for a smaller size, and Figures 16(c) and 16(e) for a larger size.

Figure 14: The number of stranded passengers for the process of waiting-boarding trains at UP_L13.

Figure 15: The number of passengers queuing at the exit of P_CPL over the whole simulation time.
changes greatly, as shown in Figure 10. The LOS of P_CPL for one cycle can be divided into two phases, as the change in the number of passengers in Figure 15. At the first phase, the LOS on P_CPL changes rapidly from LOS A to LOS F since the rapid increase of passengers on P_CPL. At the second phase, when the inflow is less than the outflow, the LOS of P_CPL changes gradually from LOS F to LOS A. The time in the congested status of the whole platform including LOS E and LOS F approximately accounts for 30% of one cycle.

From the field observation, it can be known that passengers waiting for trains queue orderly at UP_L13, so we set $r$, the ratio of queue length to the total physical length of the platform,
as the index to measure the status of the platform. \( r \) can be an index greater than one to present the difference between holding capacity and the required space for holding passengers. Two assumptions are made as follows: (1) the preferred maximum queuing space \( \Delta l \) for passengers on the platform in Equation (11) will be set as 0.35 m, as shown in Table 2; (2) the standard number of queues is two. However, more than two queues can be found in the real world. The following two aspects explain why \( r \) will be greater than one. First, integrated concourse can hold some passengers coming from the spillback of passengers queuing at UP_L13, allowing for its connection with the concourse in regard to QA_2 and QA_5, as shown in Figure 9. In addition, as the above second assumption, more queues will be formed under extreme space limitation.

As shown in Figure 17(a), \( r \) is greater than one from 8:10 am to 8:45 am, which means that for the whole platform, the demand of passengers is larger than the holding capacity. It shows that extra space or more queues are in need. A detailed analysis can be given to subareas. Through field investigation, it is observed that the excessive passengers in A2 and A4 (see Figures 17(c) and 17(e)), will wait at the concourse directly connecting with the platform, having an influence on movements of other passengers walking on the concourse. For A3 and A5 (see Figures 17(d) and 17(f)), where the queuing space is severely restricted, passengers self-organize with multiple queues (4 queues can be found by field investigation) or reduce \( \Delta l \), which increase passengers’ body contact and reduce the LOS. QA1 (see Figure 17(b)) not directly connecting with the concourse and is a little insufficient in space. It can be found that some passengers aggregate at the tail of the queues.

5. Conclusion

A macroscopic flow simulation model based on system dynamics has been developed. It offers a framework of simulating the passenger flow in the gathering and scattering process for stations with complicated layouts. All the elements of the five key factors are incorporated into the casual-loop diagram. From the aggregation level, the dynamic change in passengers’ status could be presented in a rather reasonable way, especially for high-density passenger flows with characteristics of fluid dynamics. It figures out the passenger flow transmission between nodes and passenger flow movement on facilities while considering the queuing due to the capacity constraint. The disordered and ordered queuing are demonstrated by the process of leaving the platform and that of waiting-boarding the trains respectively in the case study, showing that the proposed model performs well.

In the future, the developed framework may be improved and extended in several ways. First, the proportion of the route choices for passengers may be formulated in a universal way, instead just suitable for the station studied in this paper. Second, more statistical indicators such as the walking time of paths would allow reinforcing its application in the real world. Third, the proposed model could be extended to be a simulation tool for the protection of the passengers’ status in a station or employed in implementing passenger flow control.
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